CAPTAIN RUSSELL IN N. E. TENNIS FINALS

Tech Captains Defeat Mars Intercollegiate Champion

Playing the best tennis that he has uncovered this year, Captain Joe Russell of the Technology tennis team went into the finals of the New England by his defeat of Clifford Morse, last year's champion. In the title victory, he will meet Frank Good, another star of the Dartmouth team. Russell dropped his first opponent to Morse 6-3, 6-0, 6-0, continually over-vigilations of the courts after the rain.

In the first round, Russell defeated the Alpha Tau Omega baseball team last night 8-7. A. T. O. led up to the beginning of the ninth inning when Phil Kaplan pushed over three runs on a combination of a walk, a hit batter and a couple of hits and errors. Upon the fatal ninth, Cook, the A. T. O. pitcher, had been pitching line ball, keeping the P. K. bats in general

(Caption) Russell went to press this advantage to the limit and in the semi-finals by beating Slack, 6-2. occasions caused the undoing of the

At the beginning of the match, Russell struck first and second and third in a closely fought game, while Phi Kappa had been pitching line ball, keeping the P. K. bats in general
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